
Newsletter May 2013

Dear brothers and sisters,

In the month of May a lot of last preparations had to be done for the coming of the youth 
from Ohio. One of the tasks was to translate the sketches for the puppet theater from English 
into German. The church was very excited to have the young people from Pickerington in 
Thun soon. We have not had such a large project for years. All the fourteen people stayed at 
four different member's houses. In our next report for June we will report about the project 
and add various pictures to the newsletter. To summarize it in a few words: It was a great 
and encouraging time and those that especially benefited from it were the youth and the 
small children. We are thankful for the work that was done by these dedicated young 
Christians. 

The whole group from Ohio (Monica is not in the picture)   The daily Puppet Show was the main event of the week 

In this newsletter we want to give another big thank you to all the churches and other 
contributors who have given generously over the last few years.

Financial Future Needs and Goals
We have been blessed to have the same supporters for the last few years. In the first few 
years of my ministry in Thun before my marriage to Lena, I lost quite a few supporters and 
had to look for new ones time and  time again. At least for the last three years we have had 
the same supporters who have been very generous with their support. We needed that extra 
support and still need it because the exchange rate of the Dollar to the Swiss Franc has 
remained low though in recent months it has increased some. To give you an idea of how 
low it has been, I compare the exchange rate of today with the one at the end of 2001, when 
I returned to Switzerland from my studies at Harding Graduate School. Then it was about at 
1,68 for one Franc, now it is at 0,94-96. It has at least recovered from the lowest that it has 
ever been one or two years ago, when it was about 0,75 for one Swiss Franc. For that reason 
we feel very blessed to have a stable support from the US.
      As a church we still strive to become gradually self-supportive. This is evident from the 



fact that we have received less support in Swiss Francs over the last few years than in 
previous years even though we have only been able to decrease the support in dollars 
slightly since 2001. We hope that this summary report about our finances will help you to 
see where we are standing in relation to our need for future support: We will continue to 
need it. At the same time you can get an idea of how much less we have become dependent 
on US support over the years since 2001. We will be more than happy to say one day: Thank 
you for all your support, we will not need it anymore. This time has not come yet. We trust 
God that he will continue to provide monetarily for the work that we are doing as 
missionaries in Thun in the future. 

News about People
Tino and Mo returned from South America bringing along their dog to Switzerland. We are 
glad for their safe return. Tino will start his new job in Bern on August 2 (August 1 is the 
Swiss national holiday). We wish that they will settle down well and not experience too 
much of a culture shock, for the differences of life between South America and Switzerland 
are obvious. We welcomed them back with great joy.

Asking For Your Prayers:
-Strengthening our confession of Christ in the world 
-The financial stability of this church
-Peter Lindenmann's job position in the foreign department in Bern
-Tino and Mo who returned to Switzerland after their three year stay in South America
-Teklosien, his wife, and their baby
-my father, 80, and my mother, 84 
-Marcel, 40, who had another back surgery 
-Lucia, 70, and Elfriede, 84 who are dealing with all kinds of health problems
-Rösli, 85, who attends the Sunday morning assembly as a regular visitor
-Our small children: Robin, Ilja, Elena, Jeanette, Joline, Sarah, Julia, and Eliane
-Anna, daughter of Ruedi and Regula, who has not visited the assembly for over one year 
-Teenagers of church members – Mathias who has not attended church any more since 
  2009; Benjamin, 17, and Rahel, 16, occasionally visiting 
-Ueli, a church visitor, who studies electrical engineering in Biel, 40 miles from Thun

Any Funds Can Be Sent to Our Overseeing Congregation:
Park Avenue Church of Christ
5295 Park Avenue
Memphis, TN 38119

Grace and Peace,

Ivan + Lena 

Ivan + Lena Voser Ziegeleistrasse 34a 3612 Steffisburg, Switzerland. E-Mail:
voserivan@hotmail.com  or voserivan@gmail.com, Phone number: 0041 33 534 57 37
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